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Preface

About This Guide
This guide contains information that helps RSA® Archer® administrators and users understand the
differences between previous versions and 6.5 of RSA Archer. It is intended for administrators and
users who currently use or have used RSA Archer and are investigating or are actively upgrading to
RSA Archer 6.5.

This guide assumes that the reader is knowledgeable about the GRC industry and RSA Archer.

RSA Archer Documentation
You can access RSA Archer documentation on the Archer Customer/Partner Community on RSA
Link at: https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-
community/

Document Description

Release Notes A list of issues fixed in the release and a list of issues known at the time of the
release. Available in PDF format.

What's New
Guide

Overview of the new and updated features in the current release. Overview of the
differences between RSA Archer version 5.x and version 6.x. Suggestions on
planning for moving from 5.x to 6.x are included. This information is available in
the RSA Archer Online Documentation and in PDF format.

Installation
and Upgrade
Guide

Instructions for installing the latest RSA Archer release, and upgrading from 5.x
and 6.x to the latest release. Available in PDF format.

The following table describes each document.
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Document Description

Online
Documentation

Information for using RSA Archer including how to set up and maintain the
Platform, how to use the Platform features, how to use the RESTful and Web
APIs, security configuration information, and how to install and use the solution
use cases. Available from within the product in HTML5 format using context-
sensitive links, as well as in a Zip format for local installation. The Online
Documentation is also available in full on the RSA Archer Community on RSA
Link at: https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-
customer-partner-community/. Content from the Online Documentation system is
also available in PDF format, divided in to the following guides:

l Administrator's Guide

l User's Guide

l RESTful API Guide

l Web API Guide

l Content API Guide

l Security Configuration Guide

l Use Case Guides (one guide for each of the available solution use cases)

Archer Control
Panel (ACP)
Help

Information for using the RSA Archer Control Panel module to manage the
internal settings of the Platform, such as license keys, global paths and settings.
Available from within the ACP module, in a ZIP format for local installation, and
in PDF format.

Planning
Guide

Information about how to plan for your new RSA Archer installation. This
document is intended for system administrators who are responsible for installing
and managing RSA Archer. Available in PDF format.

Support and Service

Customer Support Information https://community.rsa.com/community/rsa-customer-support

Customer Support E-mail archersupport@rsa.com
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Other Resources

Resource Description

RSA Archer
Community
on
RSA Link

Our public forum, on the RSA Link Community platform, brings together customers,
prospects, consultants, RSA Archer thought leaders, partners and analysts to talk
about GRC as a practice, and includes product demos, GRC videos, white papers,
blogs and more.

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc

RSA Archer
Customer /
Partner
Community
on
RSA Link

Our private community, is a powerful governance, risk and compliance online
network that promotes collaboration among RSA Archer customers, partners,
industry analysts, and product experts. Engaging with the RSA Archer Community
on RSA Link enables you to collaborate to solve problems, build best practices,
establish peer connections and engage with RSA Archer thought leaders.

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-
community

RSA Ready RSA's Technology Partner Program is where third parties gain access to RSA
Software in order to develop an interoperability and have it documented and
certified. RSA Ready certifications are posted to an online community and
supported by RSA Support.

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/rsa-ready

RSA
Exchange
for
RSA Archer

The RSA Exchange for RSA Archer offerings help you rapidly deploy adjacent or
supporting risk business processes, quickly integrate new risk data sources, and
implement administrative utilities to make the most out of their risk and compliance
investment.

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/exchange
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What's New in RSA Archer 6.5
This section describes the new and updated features in RSA Archer 6.5 since the 6.4 SP1 release.

For complete details on the features added for release 6.5, see the RSA Archer Online
Documentation.

Platform Enhancements

Enhancement Description

Advanced
Workflow

The following changes were made to Advanced Workflow:

l Bulk Update Jobs provides RSA Archer the ability to update active
Advanced Workflow jobs to reflect the changes that are made to the
Advanced Workflow process. You can manually run Bulk Update Jobs from
the interface using the Workflow Process Designer. For more information,
see "Using the Advanced Workflow Interface" in the RSA Archer Online
Documentation.

l You can now maximize the Workflow Process Designer to fill your browser
window. For more information, see "Using the Advanced Workflow
Interface" in the RSA Archer Online Documentation.

l In the Workflow Process Designer, the new default value for the Wait for
Content Update node is No Delay. For more information, see "Building
Advanced Workflows" in the RSA Archer Online Documentation.

APIs In the Content API, related records fields are now supported.

The following Content API mobility calls have been added in this release:

l Content Save. Helps save the contents of an application.

l Get Workflow Actions. Retrieves available user workflow actions.

l Save Workflow Actions. Commits the workflow action chosen by the user.

l Get Cross-Reference or Related Records Relationships. Returns a list of all
the records referenced by either a cross-reference or related records field.

In the RESTful API, the new Get User Tasks resource retrieves all the tasks
assigned to a user in the current RSA Archer instance.

Bulk Actions In the Group By feature, to populate the target field, you can now configure the
Field Value Expression section to link strings and available field values.

For more information, see "Performing On-Demand Bulk Actions" and
"Scheduling Bulk Actions" in the RSA Archer Online Documentation.

The following table describes the Platform enhancements in this release.

What's New in RSA Archer 6.5 7
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Enhancement Description

Calculated
Cross
Reference

The Editable Grid Display option enables users to inline edit calculated cross-
reference and related record fields. Administrators select which fields to display
in the grid for editing.

Charts The appearance of charts has been modernized and improved. Examples of the
improvements are:

l Default shading is changed from Glass to Standard.

l Default axis color is no longer black.

l Spacing between legend items has improved legibility.

l Borders in legend item color cells are removed.

l New color palette is added.

Data Feed
Tokens

The following two data feed tokens were updated or introduced in this release:

l BatchContentSave (updated). Content changes made by data feeds with the
BatchContentSave token are not captured within any RSA Archer History
Logs. However, the updates are noted within the Field Audit History
Information.

l EnableBatchContentSaveHistoryLog (new). Enables the History Log when
the BatchContentSave token is in use.

Note:When the EnableBatchContentSaveHistoryLog token is enabled, the
cross reference and related record fields are not updated in the History Log.

Data Privacy You can now encrypt new and existing Image and Attachment fields. Existing
field data is moved to the Encrypted folder in the file repository. Encrypted
fields display data in the record as normal text. Files and images associated with
encrypted attachment and image fields are decrypted when downloaded. Archer
to Archer data feeds support encrypted attachments.

For more information about encryption, see "Encrypting Data" in the RSA
Archer Online Documentation.

What's New in RSA Archer 6.5 8
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Enhancement Description

Database
Server Support

Support for Microsoft SQL Server 2016 SP1 and Microsoft SQL Server 2017
brings several Enterprise Edition capabilities to the Standard Edition, which
many customers run to power their RSA Archer implementations. RSA Archer
6.5 does not support Microsoft SQL Server 2014 and Microsoft SQL Server
2016 below Service Pack 1. Microsoft SQL Server 2016 Enterprise Edition is
still supported.

Upgrade your database servers to 2016 SP1 or higher, before you upgrade to
RSA Archer 6.5. For more information
see: https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-
partner-community/blog/2018/09/13/getting-future-ready-database-edition.

Elasticsearch Elasticsearch for Keyword and Global Search allows the optional, independent
licensing of Elasticsearch to support faster and more efficient indexing of
content for search purposes, performing "at scale" when large record volumes
are present. The third-party software search engine, Elasticsearch, is now
available for Keyword and Global Searches in RSA Archer. Elasticsearch can
be enabled in the Archer Control Panel Installation Settings. The following
features are included:

l The ability to rebuild Elasticsearch indexes is available to system
administrators in instance and installation settings. This option is also
available when an instance name is right-clicked.

l As an Elasticsearch index is rebuilt, the ACP displays a status indicator
showing the build’s progression.

Note: Elasticsearch is a third-party component that is not included in the RSA
Archer install package. For information on deploying Elasticsearch, see
https://www.elastic.co/.

Export The following export updates are included in this release:

l You can now export a dashboard to an external Microsoft PowerPoint
presentation file (PPTX).

l When you export a record, an appointment, or a report (except RSA Archer
system reports) to Microsoft Excel format, the extension on the exported file
is now XLSX.

l When you export a report, the exported file name is now the original saved
report name instead of SearchResults.

What's New in RSA Archer 6.5 9
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Enhancement Description

Job Framework You can now set a maximum number of threads per job type that simultaneously
run. This functionality improves job processing by allowing some threads to be
available for other jobs while the larger jobs run. Setting a maximum thread
count for larger jobs, such as data feeds or bulk actions, allows the job engine to
simultaneously run smaller jobs, such as notifications. More jobs can be
processed when larger job types have a set maximum thread.

Navigation You can now move the mouse diagonally in workspace menus while the menu
remains open. You can move the mouse from the workspace name to the Quick
Links and Solutions columns without navigating in vertical and horizontal lines
through each column. For more information, see 5.x to 6.5 User Interface
Comparison

Questionnaires
and Record
Pages

Contrast is improved between questions and sections for easier readability. Field
names in record pages and questionnaires are bold by default. Bold field names
improve the screen contrast for an accessible user experience.

For more information, see "Branding Your System" in the RSA Archer Online
Documentation.

Rich Text
Editor

The following updates are included in this release:

l The overall appearance is more modern looking and user friendly.

l Font Family displays which current font is selected and no longer just
displays Font Family. It is now one list and does not require scrolling.

l Font Size is now a set list of sizes in a drop-down. Sizes are listed as pixels
instead of points.

l Source code editor now has highlighting, suggestions, and line numbers.

l Tables now have a more modern look. Clicking on a table provides a context
menu with easy editing options, like new table, remove table, add
row/column, and remove row/column.

l Larger icons are now provided.

l Grouping is not as evident.

What's New in RSA Archer 6.5 10
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Enhancement Description

Security
Configuration
Guide

The following changes have been made to the Security Configuration Guide:

l A new topic has been added explaining how to ensure secure operation of
RSA Archer by hardening the underlying components of the host so that the
server will properly function and options for vulnerabilities are removed.

l A customer advisory to never enable active content when opening CSV files
with spreadsheet applications has been added.

l A Remote Procedure Call (RPC) requirement has been added to the Port
Usage section to address an RPC server unavailable error in Archer Job log
and Windows event log.

Values Lists The new No Selection value improves data-driven event performance and
reduces end-user errors. Users can select No Selection instead of leaving fields
blank. When users complete fields for a selection that they later change, the
field values revert to No Selection, which eliminates unnecessary data-driven
events.

Administrators can set a values list action to remove all selections when a
predefined value is entered. If a rule is set to result in No selection, any existing
selections for the field are cleared.

For more information, see "Set Values List Selection Action" in the RSA
Archer Online Documentation.

Use Case Enhancements

Enhancement Description

Business
Continuity
& IT Disaster
Recovery
Planning

The RSA Archer Business Continuity & IT Disaster Recovery Planning
(BC/DR) use case includes the following updates:

The following table describes the use case enhancements in this release.

What's New in RSA Archer 6.5 11
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Enhancement Description

Applications

l In the Roles and Responsibilities application, the existing Primary Lead,
Secondary Contact, and Tertiary Contact fields were deleted and replaced
with the Performed By and Watched By record permissions fields. The
Performed By field allows you to select any users or groups to have read and
update rights to the record. The Watched By field allows you to select any
users or groups to have read-only rights to the record.

l In the Roles and Responsibilities application, an off-layout Default Record
Permissions field was added, giving access rights to the following roles: The
BCM Program Leader and the BCM Admin roles have create, read, update,
and delete access rights. The BCM Business Process Owner role has create,
read, and update access rights. The BCM Program Team Member and the
BCM Executive Management roles have read-only access rights.

l In the Recovery Tasks application, the Performed By cross-reference field
was renamed to Roles and Responsibilities, and was also changed to a grid
view.

l In the Recovery Tasks application, the Performed By and the Watched By
inherited record permissions fields were added.

l In the Recovery Tasks application, an off-layout Default Record Permissions
field was added, giving access rights to the following roles: The BCM
Program Leader and the BCM Admin roles have create, read, update, and
delete access rights. The BCM Business Process Owner role has create,
read, and update access rights. The BCM Program Team Member role has
read and update access rights. The BCM Executive Management role has
read-only access rights.

l In the Activated Plans application, at the Recovery Tasks level, a new task
status of Skipped has been added. You can set the status of a task to Skipped
if the task was deemed unnecessary. When you set the task status to Skipped,
the skipped task is included as part of the Tasks Completed and the %
Complete calculated fields at the Recovery Strategies level.

l In the Activated Plans application, at the Recovery Tasks level, you can now
select users or groups in the Performed By field. Additionally, the Watched
By field was added.

l In the Requirements application, the Required Role cross-reference field was
updated by removing the Primary Lead and Secondary Contacts fields, and
adding the Performed By and Watched By fields.

l In the Contacts application, under the Business Continuity Management tab,
the BCM Plan Involvement section was deleted.

What's New in RSA Archer 6.5 12
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Enhancement Description

Reports

l The Business Continuity Plan by Primary Lead report in the Roles and
Responsibilities application was replaced with the Business Continuity Plan
by Performed By report.

l The Roles and Responsibilities report in the Roles and Responsibilities
application was updated to remove the Primary Lead, Secondary Contact, and
Tertiary Contact fields, and replaced with the Performed By and Watched By
fields.

l The Recovery Tasks by Task Performer report in the Recovery Tasks
application was renamed to Recovery Tasks by Roles.

l The Test Exercises To Activate (Data Feed) report in the Testing/Exercise
application was updated to include the new Performed By and Watched By
fields from the Recovery Tasks application.

Data Feeds

The Test Exercise - Activate Plans data feed has been modified to include the
new Performed By and Watched By fields.

For more information about BC/DR, see "Business Continuity & IT Disaster
Recovery Planning" in the RSA Archer Online Documentation.

Crisis
Management

The RSA Archer Crisis Management use case includes the following updates:

l In the Crisis Events application, when a plan is activated, you can now set
the status of a task at the Recovery Tasks level to Skipped if the task was
deemed unnecessary. When you set the task status to Skipped, the skipped
task is included as part of the Tasks Completed and the % Complete
calculated fields at the Recovery Strategies level.

l The Crisis Events To Activate (Data Feed) report in the Crisis Events
application was updated to include the new Performed By and Watched By
fields from the Recovery Tasks application.

l The Crisis Events - Activate Plans data feed has been modified to include the
new Performed By and Watched By fields.

For more information about Crisis Management, see "Crisis Management" in the
RSA Archer Online Documentation.

What's New in RSA Archer 6.5 13
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Enhancement Description

Issues
Management

The following field names have been changed in the Company, Division, and
Business Unit applications:

l The CEO Loss Event Sign-off Threshold field has been renamed to CEO
Sign-off Threshold.

l The CEO Loss Events Notification Amount field has been renamed to CEO
Notification Amount.

l The CFO Loss Event Sign-off Threshold field has been renamed to CFO
Sign-off Threshold.

l The CFO Loss Event Notification Amount field has been renamed to CFO
Notification Amount.

IT Security
Vulnerabilities
Program
(ITSVP)

The Business Processes application contains new updates, and is now included
in the IT Security Vulnerabilities Program use case package. If you have
Business Processes application licensed with a use case other than ITSVP you
can obtain the latest application updates.

Note: The Business Processes application is not included as part of the ITSVP
license. The following updates are only available if Business Processes is
licensed as part of another use case.

The Business Processes application includes a new summary section.

The following new report objects have been added:

l Open Vulnerability Scan Results Trending Last 30 Days

l Vulnerability Scan Results Severity Trending (30 days)

l Vulnerability Scan Results Status Trending (Last 30 Days)

The following new reports have been added:

l Open Vulnerability Scan Results by Severity per Business Process

l Vulnerability Scan Results Severity Trending (30 Days)

l Vulnerability Historical Data – Business Process

l Vulnerability (VSR Overall Status Vulnerability Historical Data – Count of
Business Process Devices)

l Vulnerability Historical Data – Count of Business Process Devices Scanned
(Last 30 Days)

What's New in RSA Archer 6.5 14
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Enhancement Description

Loss Events The following field names have been changed in the Company, Division, and
Business Unit applications:

l The CEO Loss Event Sign-off Threshold field has been renamed to CEO
Sign-off Threshold.

l The CEO Loss Events Notification Amount field has been renamed to CEO
Notification Amount.

l The CFO Loss Event Sign-off Threshold field has been renamed to CFO
Sign-off Threshold.

l The CFO Loss Event Notification Amount field has been renamed to CFO
Notification Amount.

What's New in RSA Archer 6.5 15
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Enhancement Description

Top Down Risk
Assessment

You can now create different risk scenarios from existing Risk Register records
and create and manage risk scenario templates. This release includes the
following updates for risk scenarios:

Applications

l Risk Scenario is a new application that enables Risk Managers to create
unique scenarios from existing Risk Register records by defining different
conditions and parameters. Defined risk scenarios can then be assessed to
provide a better risk analysis.

l Risk Scenario Library is a new application that enables users to create and
manage risk scenario templates. Risk scenario templates allow users to
create risk scenario records using pre-defined conditions and parameters. By
linking to an existing Risk Register record, Risk Managers can create new
risk scenario records linked to that risk.

Data Feeds

l TDR: Create Scenarios from Library is a new data feed that analyzes the
Risk Scenario Library application to determine which records are ready for
processing. The data feed creates copies of the Risk Scenario Library
records as new records in the Risk Scenario application and links them to the
pre-selected Risk Register records.

l TDR: Create Scenarios from Risk Register is a new data feed that analyzes
the Risk Register application to determine which records are ready for
processing. The data feed creates copies of the associated Risk Scenario
Library records as records in the Risk Scenario application and links them to
the parent Risk Register records.

Reports

l Scenario Last Assessment Date is a new report that lists the last assessment
date for each Risk Scenario record and related Risk Register records.

l Scenario List is a new report that lists all Risk Scenario records by Business
Unit and Risk Register record. This report also includes additional
information, such as Risk Level and Last Assessment Date.

You can also now define acceptance levels for risk records at the Business Unit
level. This allows risks to be sent for review to the user with the appropriate
level of authority. This release includes the following updates for risk approvals:

Questionnaires

What's New in RSA Archer 6.5 16
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Enhancement Description

Risk Approval Assessment is a new questionnaire that enables Risk Managers
to generate and send a risk approval sign-off notification to the appropriate users
based on the level of risk that needs to be approved.

Reports

l Risk Manager Approval Threshold is a new report that lists users with
defined risk approval permissions and their sign-off thresholds and compares
that data to the Risk Approval amount defined in the Risk Register record.

l Business Unit Owner Risk Approval is a new report that lists Risk Approval
Assessments linked to Risk Register records and the current review status of
each assessment.

For more information, see the Top Down Risk Assessment Use Case Guide on
RSA Link.

What's New in RSA Archer 6.5 17
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Moving from 5.x to 6.5
The move from RSA Archer 5.x to 6.5 is a software upgrade only. No data migration is involved.
Existing workflows continue to work. All of your data and configurations remain the same in all
applications and questionnaires, with the possible exception of Task Management. Before upgrading,
note the existing Task Management layout. After upgrading, you may need to reconfigure the fields
on the Task Management layout to match the layout from the previous version.

Moving from RSA Archer 5.x to 6.5
The following practices may help ease the process of moving from RSA Archer 5.x to 6.5.

l Plan. Plan for the new release by reviewing the following RSA-provided materials:
o RSA Archer 6.5 Release Notes
o RSA Archer 6.5 What's New Guide (this document)
o RSA Archer 6.5 Installation and Upgrade Guide
o RSA Archer 6.5 Online Documentation

l Document. To account for the changes and new features in the new release, update your internal
company documentation and procedures for using RSA Archer.

l Test. Test your updated procedures for using the new release.

l Train. Train your team about the changes and new features in the new release.
o Attend an RSA training course.
o For information on the new and updated features in the release, see What's New in RSA

Archer 6.5.

What's Different from 5.x to 6.5
The following is a list of differences in functionality between 5.x and 6.5 features.

Feature Status in
6.5 Description How to Proceed

Browser
Support

Updated 6.5 no longer
supports IE 8, IE 9,
and IE 10.

Upgrade your browser to a version that supports
HTML5 and Silverlight.

Moving from 5.x to 6.5 18
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Feature Status in
6.5 Description How to Proceed

Database
Server
Support

Updated 6.5 does not support
Microsoft
SQL Server 2014
and Microsoft
SQL Server 2016
below Service Pack
1. Microsoft
SQL Server 2016
Enterprise Edition
is still supported.

Upgrade your database servers to 2016 SP1 or
higher, before you upgrade to RSA Archer 6.5.
For more information see: 
https://community.rsa.com/community/products/
archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-
community/blog/2018/09/13/getting-future-
ready-database-edition

Themes New
Functionali
ty

Themes are
simplified in 6.5.

Traditional themes are no longer supported.

To change the colors for your instance, go to the
Administration menu and under Appearance,
click Appearance.

Record Page Updated Cosmetic
improvements have
been made, and the
Save and Close
button was added.

Not applicable.

Questionnair
e Page

Updated Questionnaires no
longer have a
different set of
buttons. The user
interface for
questionnaires is
the same as the
user interface for
applications.

Not applicable.

Quick Links Moved Quick reference
links no longer
display at the top of
the workspace
page. They now
display on the
workspace menu
that you open from
the menu bar.

To access Quick Reference links, click the
workspace menu.
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Feature Status in
6.5 Description How to Proceed

Quick Link
Folders

Not
Supported

Quick Link folders
are no longer
supported.

Review whether your existing quick links are
still valid in the new user interface.

Quick
Solutions
Links

Not
Supported

Linking solutions to
a workspace with
Quick Links is no
longer supported.

Not applicable.

Quick
Search
Results

Replaced Global Search
replaces Quick
Search, which
includes the
following
differences:

l A global search
covers all
applications in
the instance

l Searched items
are no longer
highlighted

l Percentage
calculation of
search results
has been
eliminated

Use the same manner for searching as with
Quick Search. Wild cards are still supported.
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Feature Status in
6.5 Description How to Proceed

Field Types
Not
Supported in
the Record
Browser

Not
Currently
Supported

The following fields
are not supported in
the Record Browser
but are still
supported in
Advanced Search:

l Matrix

l Attachment (only
the name is
displayed in the
Record Browser)

l Image

l Related Records

l Multi-reference

l Sub-form

l Multiple
Reference
Display Control

l Values Lists
(images cannot
be used as
values)

Perform an Advanced Search.

Grouping
Results Per
Page in
Record
Browser

Not
Supported

These options are
not currently
supported.

Perform an Advanced Search.

Master
Report
Listing

Moved The Master Report
Listing page is now
available from the
Reports option in
the User menu.

From the menu bar, click the User menu, and
select Reports.
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Feature Status in
6.5 Description How to Proceed

Web Search Not
Supported

Web search from
the RSA Archer
menu is no longer
present.

Not applicable.

Grouping in
Navigation
Menu
Searches

Not
Currently
Available

Filter views for
report groupings are
no longer available
from the Record
Browser which
replaces the
Display All list in
the Navigation
Menu.

Not applicable.

Ability to
add custom
logo

Moved You can replace the
RSA logo in the
bottom left corner
of the page.

To replace the RSA logo with your company
logo, go to the Administration menu, and under
Appearance, click Appearance.

Events tab
in
Application
Builder

Moved The Events tab was
removed to
accommodate
multiple layouts.
When editing an
application, you can
now configure
Events (DDEs)
from the Layout
tab.

To access configuration options for the Events
(DDEs) of an application, select the Layout tab.

Help links
on
Silverlight
pages

Moved The Help link no
longer appears on
Microsoft
Silverlight pages.

To access the Help, click the Help button from
the menu bar.

Administrati
on menu

Moved The Administration
menu displays from
a button on the
menu bar.

To access the Administration menu, click

.
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Feature Status in
6.5 Description How to Proceed

Discussion
Forums

Moved New Discussion
Forum topics can be
created from the
Forums page, which
is contained within
a discussion
community. You
can access the
Discussion Commu
nity Listing page by
clicking
Communities from
the menu bar.

To add a new topic:

1. Go to the Discussion Community Listing
page:

a. From the Workspace menu, click a
solution.

b. Click the sub-solution.

c. Under Discussion Forum,
click Communities.

2. Open the community that contains the forum
in which you want to add a topic.

3. Open the forum.

4. In the Forum Content section, click Add
New.

Filter
Records by
Level

Not
Supported

You can no longer
view all records by
a specific level in a
leveled application
by using a menu
filter.

To view lower level records, you must select a
record from an upper level. The related items
on the next level are displayed.

Custom
Objects

Broken Due to major
changes in the
interface,
RSA cannot
guarantee that
custom objects will
continue to work.

Update the Custom Object code.

Important: The minimum supported browser window width is 1280 pixels.

5.x to 6.5 User Interface Comparison
The following pages and user interface elements have been updated since RSA Archer 5.x.
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Workspace Menu Navigation
You can now move the mouse diagonally in workspace menus while the menu remains open. You
can move the mouse from the workspace name to the Quick Links and Solutions columns without
navigating in vertical and horizontal lines through each column.

RSA Archer 6.x:
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RSA Archer 6.5:

Themes
Themes are simplified in 6.5. Instead of choosing multiple custom colors and fonts for the user
interface, you now have two color choices (primary and secondary).
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RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.5:
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Questionnaire Page
The user interface for questionnaires is the same as the user interface for applications.

RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.5:
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Quick Reference Links
Quick reference links no longer display on the workspace in the menu. They now display on the
workspace menu that you open from the workspace button.

RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.5:

Quick Search Results
Global Search replaces Quick Search, which includes the following differences:

l A global search includes all applications and questionnaires in the instance

l Searched items are no longer highlighted

l Percentage calculation of search results no longer exists
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RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.5:
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Inline Edit / Inline Delete
In 5.x and 6.5, Inline Edit and Inline Delete are on the search results page. In 5.x, Inline Edit was
also used in the Navigation Menu. In 6.5, Inline Edit is also used in the Record Browser.

Note: In the Record Browser, Inline Edit and Inline Delete are not available in leveled applications,
data-driven event (DDE) fields, or the Date/Time field.

Grouping Results Per Page
These options were removed to help distinguish between browsing records and generating reports.

RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.5:
No longer supported on the Record Browser. These options are still available in Advanced Search
results.

Master Report Listing
Previously in 5.x, the Master Reports Listing page was accessible from the Reports link displayed on
the top-right corner of the screen. Reports in the Master Report Listing are now available from the
Reports option in the User menu.

RSA Archer 5.x:
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RSA Archer 6.5:

Web Search
The Web search from the RSA Archer menu is no longer present.

RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.5:
No longer supported.

Ability to Add Custom Logo
In 6.5, you can replace the RSA logo which is now in the bottom left corner of the page.
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RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.5:

Apply Button
The Apply button no longer appears on the Record Details page. The Save button no longer closes
the current page. You must click the Close or Save and Close buttons to close the page.
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RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.5

Events Tab
In 6.5, the Events tab was removed from the Application Builder because Data-Driven Events
(DDEs) are now tied to multiple layouts. When editing an application, you can now configure DDEs
from the Layout tab.

RSA Archer 5.x:
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RSA Archer 6.5:

Help Links
The Help link no longer appears on Silverlight pages. Instead, when you click the Help button on the
menu bar, a context-sensitive Help topic opens.

RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.5:

Administration Menu
In 6.5, the Administration menu displays from the menu bar.
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RSA Archer 5.x:
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RSA Archer 6.5:

Discussion Forums
In 5.x, the link to access the Discussion Community Listing page no longer appears from the
Navigation Menu. In 6.5, access the Discussion Community Listing page by clicking Communities
from the menu bar.
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RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.5:

Display Records by Level
In 6.5, the Navigation Menu no longer filters records by any level other than the top.

RSA Archer 5.x:
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RSA Archer 6.5:

Custom Objects
Due to major changes in the interface, RSA cannot guarantee that custom objects will continue to
work.
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